Cross pen assembly diagram

Losing the push button of your pencil or dropping your pen lid on the train tracks can be very
frustrating. We can supply original spare parts for the brands we carry the most commonly
required parts are listed below, however, if you require a part you cannot find please contact us
and we will be happy to assist you further. These handy ink reservoirs can be used in place of
an ink cartridge to allow fountain pens to be filled from an ink well giving the user the best of
both worlds. Replacements for lost or damaged caps. If the model you are looking for is not
listed please contact us for availability. Original replacement nibs and nib units to replace
damaged nibs or if you would like to try a different nib with or type on your pen. Some nibs are
supplied as a bare metal part others are supplied with the feed and some comprise the whole
grip unit - this is dependant upon the model and brand. Push Buttons Replacement push
buttons for mechanical pencils, ball pens and multifunction pens. Replacement clips are
available for some pens, other models feature removable or 'slip-on' clips. Replacement pencil
mechanisms are available for many of the models we stock, if the particular item you require is
not listed please contact us. Corporate Gifts. Pencils Pencils by Brand Pencils by Type. Pen
Spare Parts. Read more. Converter These handy ink reservoirs can be used in place of an ink
cartridge to allow fountain pens to be filled from an ink well giving the user the best of both
worlds. Cap Replacements for lost or damaged caps. Clip Replacement clips are available for
some pens, other models feature removable or 'slip-on' clips. Pencil Mechanisms Replacement
pencil mechanisms are available for many of the models we stock, if the particular item you
require is not listed please contact us. There are a lot of parts and pieces to a fountain pen, and
sometimes it's confusing which parts are called what, especially if you're newer to the hobby.
Depending on who you're talking to, there are different names for different parts, and it can be
tough to try to troubleshoot when you're calling parts different things to someone else! We've
chosen the most common terms that we've used and heard others in the fountain pen
community use. Hopefully, this can help you out! Cap: the part of a pen that covers the nib and
attaches to the pen body. Clip: the metal doohickey usually attached to the cap that holds your
pen in your shirt pocket and also keeps it from rolling off your desk and landing nib first on the
ground why does it ALWAYS fall nib down?? Finial: the top of the cap, sometimes decorated
with the maker's logo. Insert: the plastic liner on the inside of some pen caps that help seal the
nib and keep it wet when capped. Centerband: the metal decorative ring that is usually placed
near the bottom of the pen cap for decorative purposes, or perhaps to provide reinforcement to
the cap threads. Lip: the open end of the cap, where the threads of the body fit to close the pen.
Barrel: the long part of the main body of the pen which houses the ink reservoir. Threads: thin
grooves cut into a pen to hold parts together, especially pen caps to the pen body. Step: the
part of the barrel where the threads 'step up' to the body, which can matter when holding the
pen. Body: the length of a pen barrel that typically houses the ink reservoir. Trim Ring:
ornamental accents that serve an aesthetic purpose. Nib: the metal tip of a fountain pen that
actually touches the paper. Tipping Material: a small bit of hard-wearing metal usually some sort
of iridium alloy that is welded to the end of a nib and ground to a specific intended size. Slit: the
very thin cut running from the breather hole to the tip of the nib that carries the ink from the
feed to the tip. Tines: the two front parts of the nib that taper to the tip. Shoulder: the widest part
of a nib, where it starts to taper towards the tip. Breather Hole: a hole in the nib, at the end of
the nib slit, that allows air to assist in the ink flow, also called a vent hole. Imprint: the engraving
or impression left on the face of the nib that shows the brand, model, or nib size. Body: the part
of the nib that is typically imprinted. Base: the bottom end, or reverse end of the tip, where the
nib fits into the section of a pen. Feed: the piece of plastic or ebonite usually black that hugs the
back of the nib and acts as a vehicle for ink delivery from the reservoir to the nib. Wings: the
widest part of the feed that matches up to the nib shoulder. Sometimes nibs will slide on and
grab onto the feed wings. Fins: the small, thin pieces on the feed that allow ink to saturate into
the air channels. These act as an ink regulator for consistent flow when writing speed varies.
Ink Channel: a very thin slit in the feed that hugs against the back of the nib and provides a
route for the ink to travel through the feed. This is what helps to provide the necessary capillary
action required for ink flow. Post: the back end of a feed that goes into the ink reservoir and
feeds ink into the channel. Section: the part of the pen where the nib fits in and attaches to the
pen barrel. Grip: the front of the section where you hold where the nib fits in, sometimes called
just a 'section'. Threads: thin grooves cut into a pen to hold parts together. Converter: a small
filling mechanism usually a screw-piston type that fits onto a pen that also accepts a cartridge.
This allows you to use any brand's bottled ink instead of relying on limited proprietary ink
cartridges. Mouth: the opening that fits onto the feed post to hold the converter in place. Ink
Reservoir: a cavity inside a pen that holds ink. Seal: the 'working' part of the converter piston
that creates a vacuum in order to draw ink into the reservoir. Rod: the threaded portion of the
piston mechanism that causes the seal to move up and down when the knob is turned. Shroud:

the metal covering that holds the piston mechanism onto the back of the ink reservoir. Knob:
the part of the converter that you turn to move the piston seal up and down and thus fill the
converter. Be sure to check out more fountain pen terminology in our Glossary of Fountain Pen
Terms, and email us for any clarification! Due to inclement winter weather, please expect some
shipping delays. Resources Resources Swab Shop. Pretty Notebooks Our special order of
Clairefontaine special collections is back in stock. Shop Now. Free Ink! Get a free 30ml
Monteverde bottled ink with select pens. Miami Nights Check out our selection of products with
vibrant colors. Swab Shop Compare ink swatches. Nib Nook Compare fountain pen nibs. Pen
Plaza Compare fountain pens. Goulet Pens Blog All about fountain pens. Home Anatomy of a
Fountain Pen. Anatomy of a Fountain Pen There are a lot of parts and pieces to a fountain pen,
and sometimes it's confusing which parts are called what, especially if you're newer to the
hobby. Click on any of these terms to jump down to its definition: Cap Barrel Nib Feed Section
Converter The Cap: Cap: the part of a pen that covers the nib and attaches to the pen body. The
Barrel: Barrel: the long part of the main body of the pen which houses the ink reservoir. The
Nib: Nib: the metal tip of a fountain pen that actually touches the paper. The Feed: Feed: the
piece of plastic or ebonite usually black that hugs the back of the nib and acts as a vehicle for
ink delivery from the reservoir to the nib. The Section: Section: the part of the pen where the nib
fits in and attaches to the pen barrel. The Converter: Converter: a small filling mechanism
usually a screw-piston type that fits onto a pen that also accepts a cartridge. JavaScript seems
to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. Soak nib and front section overnight in lukewarm water with a few
drops of dishwashing liquid. The following day, clean thoroughly with converter. Not covered
under warranty. Return unit for replacement pricing or purchase a replacement nib online. Turn
the cap clockwise to put pencil into the writing position. Make sure that there is lead in the
cassette. To advance a new lead from Cassette - Remove cap with point facing downward and
press down on the eraser until it clicks. Repeat approximately 12 times. Twist cap clockwise
until lead is exposed. Once exposed, advance lead by applying a slight pressure to the tip. If
cassette is empty, replace. Two leads may stack on top of each other preventing lead from
retracting. Place pencil in retract position and push the lead and protector into pencil. Turn cap
clockwise to extend lead. Hold the pencil barrel and TWIST the cap clockwise until the lead and
the lead protector are exposed. The pencil is now in the writing position. Press down on the
eraser several times 12 - 20 times to extend the lead. Twist the cap counter clockwise until you
hear it click. Push the lead inside by pressing the exposed lead against any surface or the tip of
your finger. Lock the lead in place by twisting the cap to the right or clockwise until you hear a
click again. In order to determine which pencil you have, remove the cap and examine the top of
the lead storage area. If the band at the base of the eraser is black, Cassette Insert a new
cassette as follows: Grip the black acrylic eraser holder and pull gently. Once out, Shake the
cassette to make sure that it is empty. Push a new Cross 0. Turn the cap clockwise to put the
pencil into the writing position. If the band at the base of the eraser is chrome, no black
showing , Cassetteless remove the eraser and insert nine pieces of 0. Writing Instruments. By
Writing Type. Ballpoint Pens. Rollerball Pens. Fountain Pens. Pen Sets. Multi-Function Pens.
Gift Set. By Finish. By Collection. Century II. Classic Century. Cross TrackR. Cross X. Tech Pro.
Special Editions. Star Wars. Cross for Scuderia Ferrari. Chinese Zodiac. Chinese Zodiac Year of
the Ox. Tech Series. Hearts On Fire. Fountain Pen Ink. Multi-Function Refills. Porous Point.
Fountain Pen Refills. Ink Cartridge - Bottled Ink Converters. Fountain Pen Nibs. By Collections.
Pen Cases. Card Cases. Tech Cases. Reading Glasses. Valentine's Day. Corporate Gifts: Click
here to see our catalog and contact us at uksales cross. Product Support. Ball-Point Pens Refill
retracts into barrel loose refill Turn cap counterclockwise to retract refill point. Remove cap and
tighten refill clockwise. Tarnished finish Return to Cross Service Department for evaluation.
Sprung clip Return to Cross Service Department for evaluation. Loose cap fit Return to Cross
Service Department for evaluation. Refill does not perform Return to Cross Service Department
for evaluation. Leaking near nib Return to Cross Service Department for evaluation. Poor ink
flow dirty feed system Soak nib and front section overnight in lukewarm water with a few drops
of dishwashing liquid. Nib damaged unit dropped Not covered under warranty. Contact
Consumer Relations for pricing. Lead retracts when writing lead too short To advance a new
lead from Cassette - Remove cap with point facing downward and press down on the eraser
until it clicks. Lead will not retract pencil is not in retract position Two leads may stack on top of
each other preventing lead from retracting. Lead advances while erasing pressing too hard
Place pencil in retract position and push the lead and protector into pencil. Lead breaks while
writing pressing too hard Use pencil with less lead exposed beyond the protector. Lead
protector drags on paper while writing Turn cap clockwise to extend the lead. Lead extends
from cassette when pulled from pencil Push lead back into cassette before returning the

cassette to pencil. Operating Instructions - 0. Ship to Select Ship to. Currency Select Currency.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. For a nominal handling fee in applicable states , Cross will
repair or replace your writing instrument or accessory as required and at our discretion. Our
quick and easy online process will provide detailed instructions on how to send in your item s
for service. To proceed at this time, please complete our online product warranty form and
follow the instructions provided. Headquartered in beautiful Providence, Rhode Island. Cross is
proud to still be a part of the community we helped build. And we still make products
unsurpassed in design and craftsmanship just as Richard Cross did one at a time and by hand.
Additionally, all shipping containers and packing materials are discarded upon receipt. For
assistance with repairing or servicing A. Cross watches, please follow the watch warranty
instructions provided. If you have any questions about our online warranty service, or any other
questions about repairing or servicing your Cross products, feel free to contact a Customer
Service Representative by email or by telephone 1. The Cross guarantee extends our assurance
of a lifetime of writing pleasure to every owner of a Cross writing instrument through our
warranty against mechanical failure, regardless of its age. In view of the fact that that the life of
a pen can span generations and eventual damage can occur, reasonable repair charges will be
levied for repairs other than mechanical failure. Leads, erasers, ink refills, stylus tips, fountain
pen nibs, emblems and other customized decoration are excluded from this warranty as well as
damage caused from impact, unreasonable use, and obvious abuse. In the case that your
writing instrument is no longer in production and cannot be repaired, Cross will replace your
existing writing instrument with a comparable Cross product. For service outside t
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he United States, please follow the international warranty instructions. Writing Instruments. By
Writing Type. Ballpoint Pens. Rollerball Pens. Fountain Pens. Pen Sets. Multi-Function Pens.
Gift Set. By Finish. By Collection. Century II. Classic Century. Cross X. Tech Pro. Special
Editions. Star Wars. Cross for Scuderia Ferrari. Chinese Zodiac. Chinese Zodiac Year of the Ox.
Tech Series. First Responders. Thin Line. Hearts On Fire. Fountain Pen Ink. Multi-Function
Refills. Porous Point. Fountain Pen Refills. Ink Cartridge - Bottled Ink Converters. Fountain Pen
Nibs. By Collections. Cross TrackR. Wallets and Cases. Pen Cases. Card Cases. Reading
Glasses. Valentine's Day. Corporate Gifts: Please contact corporate cross. Corporate Gifts.
Warranty Services. Writing Instruments and Accessories For a nominal handling fee in
applicable states , Cross will repair or replace your writing instrument or accessory as required
and at our discretion. Ship to Select Ship to. Currency Select Currency.

